
BestLife MedSpas are now offering
PDO Threads+

HAVE YOU HEARD ABOUT THE GREATEST TREND TO EVER HIT BEAUTY?

At BestLife MedSpas we are stoked to be able to offer this new and VERY amazing 
technique to make you look AMAZING and without the regular expensive treatments
that Botox and its siblings require. 

So what are PDO Threads+ and why should I care?

PDO threads are a starch (a complex sugar) called polydiaxanone which is used in 
aesthetics to lift and place tissue back where it was when you were younger.  Once the 
thread is in place, the body sends signals to dissolve the thread and this creates 
collagen in the area where it is placed.  The more threads placed the more collagen is 
created.  This will occur over a 6-12 month period so it is not a procedure where you



walk out looking different than when you came in the previous hour. 

Here's the + 

ONLY at BestLife MedSpas; we take a blended approach and use filler and threads to 
layer both a LOOK AT ME NOW WOW@!!! factor and as your pdo threads stimulate 
collagen your friends will slowly start asking you about what you are doing to your skin 
and how young you are looking.  Generally the effects will last about 2 years.  The 
process of inserting PDO threads can be uncomfortable so Dr. Garner can have a driver 
pick you up and drop you off at home if you would like to take medication prior to the 
procedure.  We will be providing nitrous oxide “laughing gas” to make your treatment as 
enjoyable as possible!

It is very important to control pain!  A dental block is part of your service when you have 
any areas around your mouth done.  This will last for about an hour or so. 

We have 3 types of PDO threads we use… straight threads where a meshing technique 
is layered into the area treated, twisted or corkscrew allows for more surface area of the 
PDO to be placed in the area, and a cog or barb type which is similar to a rose stem, it 
has thorns to catch the tissue and allow it to be lifted.

For best outcome we use a variety of threads depending on the area we are treating.

Common areas are cheeks or midface (to lift up and replace the volume loss in the 
cheeks to get rid of those jowls and marionette lines)

Forehead to lift eyebrows remove those furrows (11’s) between the eyes and remove
those forehead wrinkles (without the use of any neurotoxin)

We can use a combination of threads to lift the area around the knees, breasts, lift the 
area between the nose and the lip “lift lip”; pop the lip edge for a prettier pout and better
define the edges. 



BestLife also offer 0% Financing for 6 Months OAC!!! 

For 2 years of beauty + the immediate WOW! Factor + LESS damage and wrinkles to your
beautiful face!!

Sign Up for a FREE CONSULTATION
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